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I. INTRODUCTION

In previous works [1,21, we experimentally verified that
electron velocity overshoot is achieved in sub0. I p,mSOI-
MOSFETs when gate drive is low, and high performance
operation can be realized by using the velocity overshoot
effect at a low supply voltage.

In this study, we have experimentally compared hole
and elctron velocities in the subO.l p,nregion using SOI
and bulk MOSFETs. We clarify the physical mecha.nism
for the carrier velocity degradation of both electrons and
holes. In addition, we discuss design for low-voltage op
eration rrcing the velocity overshoot in sub0.1 ,rm CMOS
devices.

II. E)CPERIMENTAL

0.08 prn fully depleted SOI CMOS devices were fabri-
cated on a SIMOX wafer. The gate oxide, the SOI layer,
and the buried oxide thicknesses were 4.4 nm, 40 nm,
a^nd lfi) nm, respctively. The Ni salicide structure was
adopted to reduce the source/drain parasitic resistance.
Bulk CMOS devices were also fabricated by the 0.1 pm
CMOS process [31. The effective vertical field depen-
dence of the low-field mobility ,r was found to be almost
the same as that of the universal curve [4].

III. R^ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, we cKpcrimenl,atly obl;ain the car-
rier velocity a nea,r the souroe using a(Ver) :
In(ver)lUuo' co"(vbr\dv&r), where co" is the gate
tosource capacitance [1,2,5] and, Ver is the gate drive.
Figure I shows the relationship between u and the gate
drive in CMOS SOI devices. ln L"11 - 0.08 pm, the
maximum values of the electron velocity 

"e 
and the hole

velocity rlh are 1.3 x 107 cm/s a.nd 7.0 x 106 cm/s, re
spectively. It is found that both u" and u6 degrade with
increasing gate drive in L41 I 0.2 p,m. Moreover, the
Letf dependence of u" a.nd uL for the SOI a.nd bulk MOS
FETs is shown in Fig 2. We find that the power of the
LeII dependence in holes is larger tha.n that in electrons.
In asmaller gate drivg the power of the LetI dependence
of u is found to be larger. It is considered that u6 will be
higher tha.n I x 107 crn/s at L"y1= 0.05 ,rm.

In order to a,nal5ze the physical mechanism for u degra"
dation, we studied the intrinsic a" and u6 as a function

of F, where l,he intrinsic velocity is obtaine<l by consider-
ing the self-heating and the pa.rasitic resistalrce. Figure 3
shows the pr dependence of u translated from the l/6 and
Vsus dependence of u. For L"tf < 0.18 pm, the p, depen-
dence of u obtained from lheV6 dependence is almost the
sarne as that obtained from theVsus dependence, which
indicates the carrier velocity is independent of the car-
rier density [51. It is to be notql that, at the sarne Lef I,
both u, and uL have the universal p dependence, that is ,
a x po. This means that both low u6 and u degradation
in high gate drive are due to p degradation. The porver
of the p dependence at 0.08 pm is larger than that at
0.13 pm, which is due to non-stationary effects.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between l/a and, Lef f,
a.s a parameter of p. We obtain the Lef f dependence
of u based on linear fitting of the l/o - Letf relation.
The contour map of u in the relationship between p
and L41 is shown in Fig. 5. It is found that the p
dependencr of o is more marked for shorter L41. We
also find that, for shorter Lef I, the critical mobility for
velocity overshoot exceeding u".6 _ 1 x 107 cm/s be
oomer lower. Indeed, the critic"l p is given by p -22.t lcmz/Vsl x exp(30.6 [p--t] x L"rf). Since p - lfi)
cmz/Vs in pMOSFE"fs, Letl must be less than 0.05 pm
to attain velocity overshoot.

Next, we discuss deign for low-power operation. The
pourer supply voltage Vaa conditions to achieve the ve-
locity overshoot are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) shows
t,lrat, in t,he ca.se of clectrons, Vaa - 0.5 V is tlre rnosl,
suitable for high-speed operation using the velocity over-
shoot. In the higher l/aa region, u" decrease according
to the mobility reduction a.s shown in Fig. 3. Ilencg the
electron velocity overshoot is suitable for low-power ap
plications, such as less than 1 V. Ilowever, in Fig. 6(b),
we note that 1.25 V supply voltage is the mmt eflective
for high-speed operation in pMOSFETs, because higher
drain bias must be applied to get a higher hole velocity.
This mearui that, in CMOS operation, the most suitable
Vaa is about halfway betrryeen 0.5 V a.nd 1.25 V, that is,
Vaa * 0-9 V.

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the high-field carrier rrclocity of both elec-
trons and holes in the sub0.1 pm region. We demon-
strated that both u, and u6 have universal p depen-
dence at the sarne LeII. We experimentally obtainetl
the critical mobility to achieve velocity overshoot, that



is, ,, - 22;t lcrn2/VsJ x exp(30.6 [p--tl x L.ri.More_
over' we introduce the design for low-voltage bperation
usi'g the velocity overshooi. The most suilable supply
voltages a.re 0.5 v and l.2s v for electrons and h;les,
respectively, and in cMos, 0.9 v is the most suitable.
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Fig.5 COntour rrlap of υ in the reLト
tionship between Lerr and μ,Where
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Fig.l Carrier vebcity υ
".gate drivefor SOI CMOS devices with tteノ ノ =

0.08,0.1,and O。 2 μm,where lyDI=1
V and lysυ 31=8.5 Vo υ degrades with

inCrea3ing gate drive.
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Fig.2五err dependelLCe Of the caづ er

vebcity υ at(a)lyc-7T″ |=0.2V
a・ld(b)lyc― VT″ |=l V in SOI alnd
bulk CMOS devices,where lypl=1
V,and lysυ ョ|=8.5 V and O V in SOI
and bulk,respod‖ こへ _
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Fig.3 Carrier velocity o os. low field
mobility p for 0.08, 0.13, and 0.18
pm CMOS devices with SOI and bulk
structures, where lV1zl _ I V. The
p dependence of u was independent
of the MOS structure. The o - p,

relations obtained from Vc and Vsus
dependence are indicated by circles
and triangles, respectively. Both of the
u degradation and low u6 are due to
the mobility reduction.
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Fig.4 L"tt dependence of I/o as a par
rameter of p, where lVgj : I V. We
obtain the L2ll dependence of o based
on the linear fitting.
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Fig.6五可r dependellce oF design fOr
supply voltage ydd in(a)electЮ lls and

(b)hOles,where ydd=yD=yc_
7TII.0.5 V and l.25 V supply voltages

are the most suitable in electrOIns and

hdC8:reSpeCti燿ヽ In cMOS devices,
0。9 V opention is the rr10st suitable.
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